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Having reviewed only the first few elements of the update, I can say that one of the highlights of the
update is “AI Blur”, a photography filter that is part of the Basic and Expert editions of Photoshop.
The expertise here is that the AI is using Lightroom’s editing algorithm to automatically generate a
photo blur, and properly setting the editing parameters for it. It allows you to blur large areas of a
photo, with greater precision and control than with the Magic Wand tool. In the same category are
the new built-in image annotation features that are now part of the Basic and Expert versions of
Photoshop. With these new tools, you can mark up photos with text, arrows, boxes, and lines
(including Liquid templates) to organize your image. Once marked up, you can apply them to layer
groups or images, and even duplicate them with the “duplicate layer group” option. Print features
will now also include watermarking in several different ways. The basic Watermark creates a 3-D
watermark that is applied as a shadow in the document as you set the document’s transparency.
There are other types of watermark for text, frame, and additional text features. One of the more
useful new features is drop shadows that you can place on parts of your image to make the shadow
easier to read. One of the first to rely on the new techniques is the new Save in PSD option for the
Retouch and Image compositing actions within the same PSD file. Save in PSD allows you to create a
PSD from an Export and includes layers and all the filters that you use when compositing. This is
extraordinarily useful for a number of reasons. First, there is no longer any need to import a
Photoshop file into Photoshop and immediately start laying out the image. Also, you never need to
worry about some of the problems that come with layers. So, it saves time and work. And finally,
since the layers are actually built into the file, there are no artifacts in terms of layer problems. If
you want to change your composite, the new version of Save in PSD has you covered, and the
changes will be reflected in your Save for web option.
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What It Does:
Before, Photoshop required a lot of work-time to be able to handle the processing power and file size
of the content it handled. Now, it can do almost all the great photo editing tasks you’d like to do in
minutes, thanks to a completely redesigned workflow.

Tips & Tricks:
1. Save a Photo as a PNG:
A lot of people do not like the JPEG format. You can save your photo as a PNG and use it when you
need to upload it. Best for: RAW files, High dynamic range images,
Tips: Here’s how: Go to File > Save > Save As and change the file type to a PNG radio button. And
knowledge of these basic but important features is highlighted in our educational video on saving as
a PNG. While no corners are cut in the terms of quality in Photoshop, the feature set allows you to
control what you want—and the way you want it—in your workflow. This video examines Photoshop’s
feature set that includes the following:

Shape tools : create and manipulate shapes
Color tools : use tools to control color, saturation, and contrast
Opacity tools : use tools to control the transparency of individual layers
Adjustment tools : use tools to modify a layer’s brightness, gamma, and contrast
Layer : use various tools to manipulate a layer’s settings and mask



Eraser tool : use tools to create an eraser and control its size, opacity, and feathering
Pen tool : use tools to create vector shapes, paths, and masks
Warp tool : use tools to warp and transform layers
Blend modes : use tools to adjust the blending modes for layers
Text : use tools to edit text
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Photoshop CS6 users have been using Adobe’s new Content-Aware Patch tool to fix and repair
photos. Adobe announced that it is replacing the Content-Aware Patch tool with a new Content-
Aware Move feature, which offers a faster workflow for photographers and creatives. You can learn
more about the new Content-Aware Move feature by checking out the following blog post, which
offers more information: Content-Aware Move: A faster way to fix and repair photos. Adobe
and research partner Carlyle Group have invested over $2.0 billion in Adobe, and for good reason.
The company has successfully led the mobile revolution, delivering a suite of Adobe software that is
the industry leader for full-featured mobile image editing applications and the most widely used
digital imaging and video software in the world. The newest Photoshop has also introduced several
new features, including reimagined filters powered by Adobe Sensei, which allow you to change the
direction of a person’s gaze in seconds. You can also use a new multitrack adjustments to help
correct color with a single click. And to save time and enhance colors, Photoshop has introduced a
new feature that automatically selects the best colors for you to work on. The Adobe Photoshop CS6
software has been up to date with the latest features and tools. It is one of the best and most popular
editing software used by professionals around the world. It is the best online tool to edit your images
and videos and deliver the best outputs.
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If you need efficient batch image-processing apps to clean up, fix, and color-balance images, you
can’t go wrong with Pixelmator Pro. It’s currently priced at about $60, which is a rip-off compared to
Adobe Photoshop Elements. It has less than half as many features and the features it does include
are not nearly as powerful. On the other hand, the program is now 10 years old. It’s disappointing
Adobe has kept this software on the cutting edge, rather than updating it for new technologies. The
company has not yet updated it for Apple Silicon. A simple example of how elements are laid out on
a Windows PC is shown here. Certain functions require additional software. For example, Curves can
only be accessed via Curves. It doesn’t make sense to allow some functions to be accessible and
others not. Photoshop Elements 2016 and later include a Curves feature and Elements 2015 and
earlier don’t. Adobe Photoshop Elements 12.0 In Depth: An Expert Guide to the Most Essential
Features and Techniques is designed to take you beyond “the basics”-- offering a great depth of
knowledge and contemporary techniques. Almost everything Photoshop Elements contains you will
find in full-featured Photoshop CS5. It's a must read for Photoshop Elements beginners as well as for
seasoned professionals. With the workflow of Photoshop Elements and its parent program,
Photoshop CS5 ready-made, this book is a must. Adobe Photoshop Elements 8: In Professional’s
Hands is the first Photoshop book to combine tutorials and demonstrations with real-world
applications to give you more than you need to become a complete image editor and designer.



Adobe’s latest update offers major new features including Safari support, multithreading, floating
selection, GPU-based offline editing and the ability to search your photos. Mac users can also enjoy a
new – and this – new Photoshop Files app. PSD and PSB Files have also been updated. To
complement the new features, Adobe has enhanced Photoshop's file export options and has done
away with its 12-month subscription upgrade. On top of that, Adobe has improved Features,
Performance and Support in the new Photoshop update. Adobe Camera Raw 4.6 is the latest version
of Adobe’s versatile and powerful RAW processing software, for converting RAW images to a host of
popular imaging formats. It allows photographers to quickly convert photos to a range of output
formats including JPEG, TIFF and eight Adobe PostScript® L*a*b* colour space options, such as
Adobe RGB and ProPhoto RGB. This version of Camera Raw introduces support for Canon’s EOS 7D
camera, the new Nikon D800 DSLR camera and the new Sony Cyber-shot RX0. Alongside general
support for the new cameras, the latest version of Camera Raw makes it easier to warm or cool
images. You can also tweak the white balance and other creative controls to improve the appearance
of the photo. If you adjusted the colour during RAW processing, you can return to that setting using
the ‘Recreate Camera’ functionality. In the digital world – and this – life can come at you fast.
Sometimes your camera has an unexpected firmware update, your computer crashes or gets infected
with a virus. Camera Raw does not protect you from technology, so it's important to keep it up-to-
date. The update to Camera Raw 4.6 makes it easier to use the latest features and adds better
support for the camera models mentioned above.
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One of the best additions in Photoshop CS6 is Instant Preview in Layers. This new option lets you see
what’s going on in Photoshop with layers behind the scenes – this way, if you make a mistake, you
can quickly and easily rectify it. CS6 also adds a couple new features to actions, including one-click
access to the libraries of predefined actions. There’s a new 2D and 3D camera alignment tool, and a
new layer comp function that lets you create 2D and 3D file comps in layers. In addition, the grid
view in the tool palette is revamped, so you can now group tool palettes in a category. If you’re a fan
of shooting outdoor images, CS6 includes the new Show Me The Stars Studio in Bridge. With this
feature, you can easily capture the beauty of night skies by letting Photoshop automatically detect
and normalize the stars and other objects. Exclusive Features in Photoshop CS6
Enter the creative world of the newest Adobe Photoshop releases and its better layered PSD
support, improve your photo editing skills with these exclusive features.
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Adobe Photoshop CC: Motion Graphics is the same as the Adobe Extensibility, where you can bring
motion to your standard 2D Photoshop design. For many designers, the application provides
automation functionality for motion graphics and TV and film production. The Controlling the Adobe
Motion Segment feature allows a user to move an action track. The traditional data-driven editing is
replaced by the automated cut to beat and edit segments. More on the techniques please check the
motion tutorial video as well.
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The Share for Review feature has been available to Adobe Photoshop Creative Cloud members since
mid-2017. Launched today, Share for Review enables users to collaborate without leaving Photoshop
without interrupting the creator's workflow. A simple user interface — consisting of a 5-second
checkout and an invitation message — enables Adobe customers to get started with a new project
and seamlessly collaborate on one project. “ “Photoshop and Photoshop Creative Suite contain some
of the most powerful selection tools in the industry. As they develop new features, we remain
committed to keeping these tools relevant for 20 years through continued innovation. Today’s
announcement shows that’s true, and we’re looking forward to what’s in store for the new age of
creativity.” — Adobe “With modern media and delivery platforms such as Instagram, video
conferences, and social media, the need to connect in real time to work collaboratively across
platforms is rapidly expanding. Our new workflow features for Photoshop enable our customers to
do just that, without interrupting their work. Leveraging the latest advances in AI, Share for Review
enables less technical members of a team to start, nurture, and deliver a project like never before.
Enhancements to our existing feature tools and additions of new tools create a true multithreading
of Photoshop, enabling our customers to work seamlessly across surfaces.” In a world where graphic
designers are more than people and more than equipment, continuous workflows and content-
focused creative solutions are indispensable in the creative process. Adobe solutions enable
photographers, illustrators, animators, compositors and web designers access to powerful features.
And they provide new opportunities for users to adapt content in real time to new creative platforms
and modes.
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